If your toes cross the __ line, you may be penalized
A __ can be shared by up to four people usually
Bowling __ can weigh from eight to sixteen pounds
Following the __ is especially important during competitions
Special soft-soled __ are used for bowling
When you knock all the pins down with the first and second balls
A __ is when the pins left standing are in two groups
Bowling is a good __ activity that the kids can enjoy
There are ten __ in a game of bowling
Trenches that capture the ball if it goes too wide on the alley
A group of bowling teams that play against each other
A strike is worth ten __, plus those from the next two balls
Keep your hands out of the ball __ or you could be injured
Teams frequently wear similar __ with their names on them
When you knock all the pins down on the first ball of a frame
At the ball return there may be a __ fan to dry sweaty hands
Bowling pins stand __ inches tall and weigh about three pounds
A perfect game is three __ points and takes 12 consecutive strikes
Bowling's __ can be traced to ancient Egypt
Many alleys have computers that will handle __ automatically
The American Bowling __ governs the rules in North America
A bowling lane is made of polished __ 42" wide and 60 feet long
The pin boys of old are now replaced by __
Bowling awards that can be simple or elaborate
There is special __ available for bowlers with disabilities
A __ is a series of games among teams to determine a champion
Many bowling alleys now have __ and even bars
Some __ bowlers make good money knocking down pins